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The SATS Week Timetable

In addition, writing and science teacher assessment is reported in June.



How they are marked:

• Children receive a raw score. 

• It is then ‘scaled’ – this means it is converted to a 
score where 100 is the national average. 

• If they achieve a scaled score of 100, they will have 
reached ’expected’ standard. 

• A higher score (above 110) is called ‘Greater 
Depth’ and a lower score (below 100) will be 
classed as ‘Working towards’ the Year 6 
expectations.



Reading 

• The Reading Test consists of a single test paper with three 
unrelated reading texts.

• Children are given 60 minutes in total, which includes 
reading the texts and answering the questions.

• A total of 50 marks are available.

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and 
understanding of a child’s reading.



Sample Questions:

• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, 
others require short answers and some require an extended 
response or explanation.



How can you help your child? • Read with your children 
and encourage them to 
read to you.

• Ask them a range of 
questions about the text. 

• Talk to your child about 
what book(s) they are 
reading (the character, the 
plot, their opinion).

• Provide different reading 
materials – magazines, 
newspapers, menus, etc 
still count!



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar

• Part 1 - Punctuation, Vocabulary 
and Grammar.

• This test lasts for 45 minutes and 
requires short answer questions, 
including some multiple choice. 

• Part 2 - Spelling test containing 20 
words, lasting approximately 15 
minutes.

•Marks for these two tests are 
added together to give a total for 
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar.



Spelling: 



Mathematics

•Three tests: Paper 1, Paper 2 and Paper 3.
•Paper 1 - ‘Arithmetic’ - lasting for 30 
minutes, covering calculation methods for all 
operations, including use of fractions, 
percentages and decimals.

•Questions gradually increase in difficulty.

•Papers 2 and 3 cover ‘Problem Solving and 
Reasoning’, each lasting for 40 minutes.

•Pupils will still require calculation skills but 
will need to answer questions in context and 
decide what is required to find a solution.



Sample Questions (arithmetic):



Sample Questions (paper 2 and 3):



How can you help your child?

• BE POSITIVE about the subject and don’t fall into the trap of telling 
them ‘I could never do it either’.

•Approach arithmetic (e.g. times tables, mental calculations, number 
bonds) whenever possible and in the most ‘normal’ of situations. 
They are always excellent practise!

• Ensure your child access Times Tables Rockstars as often as possible.

• Challenge them with 5 arithmetic questions each school night to 
keep their brain active to maths.



Writing: Assessed by the class teacher



How can you help your child?

•Ensure your child has the best possible attendance
at school.

•Make sure your child has a good sleep and healthy 
breakfast every morning!

•Support your child with any homework tasks and 
please ask for help if needed.

•Praise and encourage to provide reassurance!



Homework

• From this week, homework will be given three times a week, in 
the form of a SATs booster activity.

•Your child will have one week to complete the task, which 
should only take 10 minutes.

•There is the expectation that all children complete this 
homework.

•Homework will be marked in-class and misconceptions 
addressed.



Homework

Given on a Monday

Checked and marked on the 
following Monday.

Given on a Tuesday

Checked and marked on 
the following Tuesday.

Given on a Friday

Checked and marked on 
the following Friday.



Advice for Children



Looking further ahead…

Leavers’ Hoodies

Dukeshouse Wood: 26th – 28th June 2023

End of Year Party



Any questions?


